The performance critical path for MPI implementations relies on fast receive side operation, which in turn requires fast list traversal. The performance of list traversal is dependent on data-locality; whether the data is currently contained in a close-to-core cache due to its temporal locality or if its spacial locality allows for predictable pre-fetching. In this paper, we explore the effects of data locality on the MPI matching problem by examining both forms of locality. First, we explore spacial locality, by combining multiple entries into a single linked list element, we can control and modify this form of locality. Secondly, we explore temporal locality by utilizing a new technique called "hot caching", a process that creates a thread to periodically access certain data, increasing its temporal locality. In this paper, we show that by increasing data locality, we can improve MPI performance on a variety of architectures up to 4x for micro-benchmarks and up to 2x for an application.
INTRODUCTION
MPI, the dominant HPC communication API for over two decades, has been used with a wide range of hardware from small clusters to leadership-class systems. As we approach exascale, the ratio of network injection bandwidth to CPU throughput has decreased. BSP applications tend to use the network in uneven ways, having large regions of compute with very low network requirements followed by regions of communication that have very bursty network behavior. To mitigate this, a number of new MPI programming models have emerged to reduce the network bottleneck. These models often utilize a fine-grained messaging scheme which increase the volume and service time of network processing requests.
In this paper, we explore the implications of data locality in network processing by focusing on a key MPI processing bottleneck, message matching. By keeping message volume low and search depths shallow, well-tuned applications can minimize the impact of message matching on overall runtime. However, less welltuned applications can suffer from a large number of outstanding requests and long searches. Furthermore, given the movement towards multi-threaded MPI communication [6] , we will show the expected growth in volumes of MPI requests and longer average search depths when using traditional MPI message matching techniques. The techniques reported in this paper demonstrate how considering locality is important to engineering an efficient message matching solution handling these various cases.
Locality has two basic forms in modern systems, namely spacial (location in main memory) and temporal localities (placement in cache). To examine the effect of different spacial locality levels, we introduce a matching architecture as a linked list of arrays. This structure allows us to contain an arbitrary number of MPI matching elements in contiguous memory, thereby increasing the ratio of entries to cache-lines, and enabling efficient hardware cache prefetching strategies.
To explore the implications of temporal locality, we developed hot caching. Hot caching increases temporal locality by creating a heating thread which periodically interacts with specified regions of memory. By updating the metrics used in cache eviction, the specified regions are prevented from being evicted. For example, a region that would otherwise be evicted under a least-recently-used cache evicition policy is retained. We can control the granularity of the induced temporal locality by adjusting the periodicity of the heating thread and by adjusting its binding to determine which level of hierarchical memory it gets refreshed into.
The results in this paper show a substantial increase in MPI performance with increasing data locality. The results are similar to other explorations of optimizing MPI message matching, which will be discussed further in section 5. Given this, we posit that, with explicit hardware-supported data-locality control for a portion of the data cache, a cache partition, or a dedicated network cache, MPI message matching performance can be improved for long lists without a cost to short list performance.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• A linked list of arrays matching architecture to explore the effects of increased spacial locality; • A technique to increase temporal locality named 'Hot Caching'; and, • A study of the effects of data locality on MPI using different x86 processor architectures.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we discuss MPI required matching semantics for messages and provide an overview of existing implementations with a discussion of current application behavior regarding matching. Section 3 describes the MPI library modifications that we have created as tools to study the impacts of data locality on MPI. Next, Section 4 discusses the design of our experiments and details the results of said experiments on both microbenchmarks as well as proxy applications and a real production MPI application. Finally, Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes the paper with final discussion of our findings.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
MPI message matching is a key feature of the API that has helped contribute to its success over the last two decades. Having matched send/receive semantics makes programming easier and helps guarantee communication isolation through source/destination information, MPI communicators, and user-defined tags. MPI message matching has been performant in MPI implementations since MPI's inception, and as a result has not been optimized as heavily as other aspects of MPI libraries. New proposals for thread handling in MPI have brought message matching back to the forefront as the load on a single match engine is expected to increase significantly (see below).
Note this paper does not aim to provide novel, optimized matching engine schemes. Rather, the motivation is to better understand the contributions of data locality to matching performance, and hence to provide insight into the merits of existing proposals, as well as guidance for the development of new ones.
Matching Semantics
MPI matching works on three key elements: a source address, a matching tag, and a communicator. An MPI communicator is a special isolation mechanism that allows a defined set of processes to send messages to each other. Each process in a communicator has a corresponding address, called a rank. Each message a process sends must be given a matching identification number, called a tag. Each process keeps two matching lists, a posted receive queue for messages that are expected to arrive, and an unexpected message queue for messages that have been received but did not find a corresponding match in the posted receive list. The unexpected message queue is useful for cases where the receiving process is not ready for the incoming message.
When a process wishes to receive a message, it calls MPI_Recv, which first searches the unexpected message list for a match. If a match is found in the unexpected list, MPI moves the buffered message into the correct location or fetches it if it is not buffered. If no match was found, MPI places the recv on the posted receive list with the corresponding source, tag, and communicator.
Match List Implementations
MPI implementations take different approaches to implementing MPI matching. Implementations based on the open source MPICH implementation [23] typically use a single linked list for all communicators. Newer approaches like CH4 in MPICH, however, use more than one list [22] . Other more complex approaches like hash tables are also possible [13] .
Of the open source MPI implementations, Open MPI [24] has the most complex match list, a hierarchical list with the communicator as the first level and source as the second level. Each communicator has an array of linked lists for searching the ranks and tags. In this approach, requests bearing rank i are positioned in the ith element of the array. This allows the short list for a particular communicator/source to be reached in O(1) time. Consequently, the queue search time in this approach is significantly faster than the linked list data structure. The Open MPI approach, however, is not scalable in terms of memory consumption, since for a communicator comprising N processes, each process must maintain an array of size N . This results in a total of O (N 2 ) memory usage.
Some hardware will perform matching so that MPI does not have to. Examples of such hardware include Intel's OmniPath PSM2 [7] devices that handle matching in software layer messaging, and AtosBull's BXI interconnect [11] which performs MPI-style message matching entirely in hardware. Such solutions will only benefit from software MPI matching improvements when list lengths are longer than that which can be supported in hardware. Understanding the effects of data locality in such cases is still valuable, and can even inform future hardware matching designs that rely on more traditional CPUs for offloading matching. 
Features of Common Matching Patterns
To study locality inside of an MPI implementation, we must first examine the behavior of MPI under different workloads. As our focus for this study is on the matching engine, it is important to understand how common application patterns affect list lengths, search depths, and the degree to which the matching engine impacts MPI application performance. To this end, the SST simulation system [21] contains motifs describing communication patterns for different categories of applications. SST was modified to collect queue data for three of these patterns at large scale: an adaptive mesh refinement pattern, AMR, at 64K processes; a 3D sweep pattern at 128K processes;and a Halo-exchange pattern at 256K processes. Figure 1a shows the number of items in a given process' match list on the x-axis and the number of times that such a sample occurred throughout the simulation on the y-axis. Samples are taken during each communication phase in the simulation, such that all list additions and deletions are captured. AMR shows that most list lengths maintain zero to mid-hundreds of elements for the majority of the application run; however, extremes do occur out to the mid 400s. Therefore we conclude from these results that the most important queue lengths occur in the mid 100s as they are abundant and intensive to search. It is also important to consider the performance ramifications of several hundreds of list elements at a time to capture performance drop off with regards to longer lists.
Sweep3D patterns in Figure 1b show similar results to AMR, with the exception of the length of exceptionally long queues. Sweep3D needs good performance for queue lengths into the low hundreds of elements. Halo3D shows the expected queue lengths for a neighbor halo exchange, i.e., relatively few elements in the queue and many very small queue length operations. Consequently, applicaitions of this sort require good short list length performance.
The MPI standard permits multithreaded communication (i.e., MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE). While this approach is currently uncommon in applications, it is expected to be more widely adopted as we approach exascale [6] . Since multithreaded communication increases message counts while introducing nondeterminacy through scheduling and lock contention, list lengths and search depths are anticipated to grow.
To gain insight into how multithreaded communication impacts MPI matching, we developed a benchmark emulating multithreaded MPI communication for different 2d and 3d thread decompositions. In this benchmark, a receiving MPI process is decomposed into threads, each of which posts receives during a BSP communication phase. Assuming intra-process communication is handled independently of the MPI matching engine (e.g., through shared memory), some subset of these threads will receive messages from those of similarily-decomposed neighboring processes. The number of entries added to the receiver's match list is thus a function of the number of receiving threads, the decomposition, and the type of stencil. Threads are assumed to enter the communication phase concurrently, so the order in which entries are added depends on scheduling and lock contention. A second multithreaded MPI process serves as a proxy for the multiple sending processes of an actual application. After the receives are posted, the proxy issues the required number of sends (also in a multithreaded region), and search depth information gathered on the receiving side.
The benchmark was executed on a Cray XC40 with an Aires interconnect and KNL nodes (68 cores per node, four hardware threads per core). In some cases, the sending process may be oversubscribed, but this never occurs in the receiving process. Table 1 shows results for several 2d and 3d thread decompositions. t r is the number of threads posting receives, t s the number of sending threads, and average search depths are averaged over 10 trials. While some list lengths stay within the bounds seen in the SST results, those for decompositions with many sending neighbors, or with communication-intense stencils, go beyond those bounds by an order of magnitude. Likewise, for 27pt stencils, average search depth easily exceeds the maximum list lengths observed in the SST results. Consequently, to cope with future matching requirements, a matching engine should also exhibit good performance for searches of lists with thousands of entries, of which hundreds to thousands must be inspected.
TOOLS TO STUDY MATCHING LOCALITY
In this section we present the two techniques that we use to explore spacial and temporal locality. Subsection 3.1 presents a linked list of arrays data structure that allows control of the degree of spacial locality in main memory. Subsection 3.2 presents hot caching, a method that facilitates the placement and retention of data in the shared CPU cache by adjusting temporal locality.
Linked List of Arrays
Our linked list of arrays structure stores an array of matching entries within a linked list element. This provides control over the degree of spacial locality within the entire list by changing the ratio of contiguous elements to non-contiguous elements. To increase the spacial locality, we add more entries to each array.
Each queue element for the posted receive queue contains 24 bytes of information, 4 bytes for the tag, 2 bytes each for the rank and context id, 8 bytes of bit masks for matching, and an 8 byte pointer to the request. The unexpected message queue does not require masks, so it only requires 16 bytes per entry. There are also 3 per array items that are stored: a pointer to the next array and indexes to the array indicating the start and end of the used section. We manage holes in the array (from deletions in the middle of the For the purposes of this study, the linked list of arrays technique is tuned to optimize the efficiency of each memory lookup. To accomplish this, the first logical spacial locality increase that we have explored aims to fill a cache-line as shown in Figure 2 . For readability, this figure combines rank and context id into a single 4 byte field. This results in each PRQ linked list element containing two entries and each UMQ element containing 3. From there we increase spacial locality by doubling the number of elements to perform an exponential sweep.
Hot Caching
Hot caching is a technique that leverages otherwise idle hardware to manipulate the temporal locality of specified regions of memory. This technique increases the temporal locality of a specified region of memory by periodically accessing said region. Our basic implementation is a thread that iterates through a list of regions, specified as a virtual memory address and a size, and adds the first four bytes of each cache line to a throwaway summation variable. It then sleeps for an arbitrary number of nanoseconds and repeats the process. To apply this to MPI, we add those memory regions associated with the matching engine to the list of regions for the hot caching thread.
There are a number of challenges in implementing this technique. First, when running alongside an MPI implementation it is necessary to pin the extra thread to a core that shares a level The second challenge with cache heating is lock contention. When first using this technique with MVAPICH, we realized that the hot caching region list created a large critical section. Removals, particularly with the intent to deallocate the memory region, could cause a segmentation fault if the heater is using the list at the same time. Enforced mutual exclusion through a spin lock is problematic for performance when the region queue is long and insertions and removals are frequent. Instead, we utilize auxiliary data structures for the list search that re-uses list elements and does not remove entries from the heater.
The third challenge is reducing application interference. The hot caching thread utilizes processor resources, occupying both cycles on a core and lines in cache. This has the potential to affect the computation phases of some applications. While our initial implementation focuses on understanding locality via hot caching, there are a number of potential mitigation strategies if hot caching was used in practice. First, the heater can collaborate with the application to pause when needed. The challenge with this approach is to resume the heater in time to ensure the match list is in cache before the first access in a communication phase; this should be easily achievable in current generation bulk synchronous algorithms, where communication phases are explicitly separated from computation. Another option assuming is to gain access to defective cores on the die that still have the potential to load data from memory into a shared cache; this would allow the heater to leverage otherwise un-utilized hardware. In such a case, we need a core that is turned off for yield purposes, that is still capable of load/store operations but might otherwise be faulty, for example a bad FPU or bad register. Alternatively, this could also be supported with relative ease by device manufacturers by adding a small 1-2KiB network specific cache to the core design.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our locality study. First, we describe our experimental setup. Next, we present results of an in-depth locality study on two processor architectures leveraging our modified matching engine and microbenchmarks. Next, we examine the effect of MPI Matching locality on real codes using two proxy applications. Finally, we present a study of locality on a full application.
Experimental Goals and Design
To test how spacial and temporal locality affect the MPI match engine we designed a series of experiments that explore match queue length, caching behavior, and memory subsystem behavior. The goal of these experiments is to identify aspects of locality that impact performance, as well as the degree to which different aspects of locality matter. We designed the match queue length experiments to better understand the amount of memory needed to hold all of the relevant MPI data. This helps in sizing caches and understanding requirements for layout in main memory. Our caching behavior experiments were conceived to answer two main questions, "how much does caching network data help?" and "how much could caching potentially hurt application performance?". Finally, we designed experiments to understand the impacts of memory subsystem behavior on network processing. Namely, the layout of data in memory can have positive or negative impacts on performance based on the ease with which hardware prefetching units can effectively fetch data from memory before it is needed, reducing the number of cycles wasted while stalled on pending memory loads.
To explore this space, we identified and modified several wellknown benchmarks. In particular, we tested using the OSU microbenchmarks [19] for MPI bandwidth and latency, the Mantevo mini-application [15] miniFE, the APEX benchmark AMG2013 [1] , and the SPEC benchmark Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) [18] . The microbenchmarks were modified in four ways: First, we added an MPI barrier to ensure that recvs were preposted. This allowed us to test the fast path of the underlying MPI implementation. Second, we cleared the cache between each iteration. This emulates a computation phase in a bulk synchronous application and allows us to do fine grained performance evaluation in that context. This also allows us to tightly control temporal locality effects, as tight loop repeated communication like that in a microbenchmark will introduce beneficial temporal locality that would not be present in real applications. Third, we pinned the master thread to a specified core. This allowed for experiments utilizing shared caching behaviors on our target platforms. Finally, we added unmatched entries to the queue to evaluate performance with different receive queue lengths. The mini-apps were modified to allow different receive queue lengths to assess the impact of locality on future communication patterns utilizing finer grained messaging. We expect the use of finer grained messaging in the future for asynchronous algorithms, communication and computation overlap, and over-decomposition [4] . The majority of experiments in this section utilize two systems: A Xeon Sandy Bridge system and a Broadwell system. The Sandy Bridge system has two 2.6 GHz 8-core processors and 64 GB of RAM per node and is connected by a QLogic InfiniBand QDR network. The Broadwell system has two 2.1 GHz 18-core processors and 128 GB of RAM per node and is connected by an OmniPath EDR network. Additionally, A Xeon Nehalem system was used for larger application scaling experiments. This system was has two 2.53 GHz 4-core processors and 16 GB of RAM per node and is connected with a Mellanox QDR network. All of the micro-benchmark results in this section are presented as averages and standard deviations of 10 runs. The application results are an average and standard deviation for three runs.
Spacial Locality
To test the effects of spacial locality of the matching engine on message rate, we ran our modified OSU_bw benchmark with a variety of linked list of arrays configurations. The linked list of arrays modification to MPI leverages data placement that increases the spacial locality of sequential matching entries. We examine the effect of increasing the number of contiguous entries to determine what impact increasing spacial locality has on performance.
Figures 4a and 5a show bandwidth results with a 1024 queue search depth for Sandy Bridge and Broadwell respectively. On both systems, we observe up to a 2x performance benefit for small and medium message sizes by increasing the spacial locality. However, this appears to be limited for large messages and the network's data transfer speed becomes the bottleneck. These tests demonstrate that even with significant message processing compute time elapsed, spacial locality is important to performance. In this case, the traditional linked list cannot be as easily exploited to predict memory load behavior as the linked list of arrays approach. This is understandable as the traditional linked list requires information embedded in the list entries themselves for determining the next memory load address. The use of arrays in the linked list provides an easily recognizable relationship between the data, and allows for multiple entries to be fetched and prefetched at once.
Our spacial locality results are further broken out in figures 4b and 5b, which showcase the effect of data locality on small messages of 1 Byte. This allows us to explore the effects of matching engine locality as the matching engine search depth scales. We observe a large jump from the baseline to the first linked list of arrays, and a slight increase as we increase the number of entries within an array. This effect seems to be limited as the performance gain stops once we reach 8 elements per array. This is very interesting as it lines up with our experimental design regarding packing data One of the L2 level prefetch units specializes in fetching cache line pairs for adjacent data. Therefore, this observation of 8 data items being a performance peak aligns with a common prefetch unit gathering a single adjacent cache line from the original load for the array, followed by a specialized cache prefetch unit meant to fetch the adjacent cache line pair, 128 Bytes, or 4 more data items. This means in total we observe 4 cache line loads per load operation due to prefetching; which at 2 entries per cache line equates to 8 items fetched per load. Interestingly, this also carries over to the L1 cache, where prefetching occurs on a per line basis rather than pairs, but as the data is accessed in a sequential manner, the L1 prefetcher has enough time to fetch adjacent cache lines from the L2 to feed the CPU. Figures 4c and 5c show the same experiments with more realistic 4KiB messages. While the bandwidth of the network is higher at larger message sizes, we observe similar behavior of the spatial locality test of a performance peak at 8 elements in an array.
These results indicate that spacial locality matters in two ways to the matching engine. The biggest effect we observed was the difference between the unmodified baseline and the linked list of arrays posted receive queue. This is partially due to the reorganization and packing of the data. The new structure contains all the information needed to represent to matching entries in a single cache line, while the unmodified baseline requires more than a cache line for a single entry. The other part of the performance change we observed was correlated with the increase of contiguous elements, that was amenable to cache prefetch behavior.
Temporal Locality
To test the effects of temporal locality of the matching engine on message rate, we ran our modified OSU_bw benchmark with another set of modified MPI implementations. 1 These tests included one that used our cache heater technique and a combination of our LLA structure with a cache heater. The modified LLA structure allowed us to run experiments where we have more control over memory allocation. This tighter control allows us to reduce the locking overhead of our cache heater by using a dedicated element pool. Bridge, we observed an increase in performance corresponding to increased temporal locality, particularly when we avoid the synchronization overhead required by using cache heating with the original matching implementation. However, as with spacial locality, impact on large messages is limited as the network's data transfer speed becomes the bottleneck. For Broadwell, we see a negative result from cache heating, indicating that the cache refreshing is interfering with normal operation. Interestingly, there are some differences in cache architecture between Sandy Bridge and Broadwell that can possibly account for these differences. Sandy Bridge L3 cache ran at the speed of the core, the clock domains were unified, while in Broadwell (the change happened at the Broadwell predecessor, Haswell) the cache clock speed was decoupled from the core speed, which increased L3 cache latency. Cache bandwidth was significantly increased for Haswell/Broadwell, but MPI matching is inherently latency bound.
The experimental results are detailed in Figures 6b and 7b , which showcase the effect of temporal data locality on small messages of 1 Byte. In contrast to spacial locality, we see a performance increase from small to medium list lengths on Sandy Bridge. This indicates that there an increased temporal locality allows the system avoids significant overhead when using the match lists. As with the previous results, we observe a slight performance drop on Broadwell. Figures 6c and 7c show the same experiments with more realistic 4KiB messages, the results are similar to the other results.
The Sandy Bridge results indicate that temporal locality matters when entering the matching engine. As the impact can be seen in very short queues, it is likely that the increase in performance is due to avoiding cache misses that the prefetcher has trouble predicting. This is indicated by the convergence of the cache heating results with their baselines at large queue lengths. This is not replicated in the Broadwell results. To explore this difference, we used a custom cache heater benchmark. When we run a simple cache heating benchmark on Broadwell with a random access pattern, we observe nearly a doubling of throughput (reducing the iteration runtime from 38.5 ns to 22.8 ns) which is similar to the Sandy Bridge results (which reduce 47.5 ns to 22.9 ns). Therefore, we would expect similar performance improvements to those observed for Sandy Bridge, but these latencies are for random accesses, which cannot be easily helped by prefetching. Therefore, the lack of performance gain from temporal locality on Broadwell is a result of the access pattern, higher latency lowest level cache, and overheads from the cache heating technique itself (cache heating requires holding a lock when removing elements from the list).
Application Study
Application performance is an important metric for MPI improvements. Application performance improvements can be challenging as weak-scaling applications can have limited MPI communication times, and strong-scaling applications require sufficient scale before communication becomes the dominant runtime component. This work examines AMG2013, MiniFE, and MiniMD, all of which are common proxy apps for codes of interest at large capability class installations. Prior to examining these results one should note that matching is not a significant part of the runtime for today's highly tuned extreme scalable applications as many applications are built to avoid long matching lists [12] . We expect this to change as applications developers move to leverage MPI from multiple threads at exascale [6] and this will result in longer queues and less deterministic search depths (section 2.3). To this end, we present one additional application, FDS, that due to its design, utilizes the matching engine in way similar to that MPI will need to support to enable this application behavior. The application study focuses on one platform for miniapps, our Broadwell system. For FDS we run the application on an older CPU architecture, Nehalem, as exclusive access to a large more recent system was unavailable. All of these experiments leverage the first level of increased spacial locality, containing two PRQ entries or 3 UMQ entries in a linked list element. All mini-apps were run 10 separate times with many compute iterations per run. Error bars are provided for minimum and maximum runtimes observed, although some may not be visible in all figures as the runtime variance observed was low. AMG2013 is an adaptive multi-grid solver that is designed for unstructured grids. AMG is a weak-scaling code that has relatively trivial load balancing in that the grid is evenly split between all processes and increasing scale corresponds with proportionally larger problems/grids. AMG is very memory intensive and requires occasional large message bandwidth. While AMG can be forced to send many small messages if configured in an unrealistic manner, we have used the configuration recommended by the US DOE when AMG has been used for acceptance testing on new systems. Therefore, AMG is more bandwidth sensitive than message rate sensitive.
The results in Figure 8 shows scaling results from using the recommended large problem. These runs are not of large enough scale to show any clear trends for run-time, but show runtime improvements for with increased spacial locality at 2.9%. This is unsurprising as the results from microbenchmarks on Broadwell indicate that queue sizes need to be close to 512 to see large benefits. It is still important to note, however, that with regards to spacial and temporal locality impacts, good performing MPI matching proposals show similar improvements of single percentage points in runtimes for applications due to MPI. Therefore, the impacts of data locality are within the expected performance enhancement range when compared to existing practices. To explore any potential effects locality might have on optimized large scale codes, we examined two mini-applications in the Mantevo suite [15] . MiniFE is an unstructured implicit finite elements simulation mini-application that's primary computation is a conjugate gradient solver. This mini-application is representative of the common bulk-synchronous halo-exchange communication pattern.
The results in Figure 9 show MiniFE on a Broadwell system at a fixed size of 512 processes and a problem size of 1320 3 , for various posted receive queue lengths. The results here are similar to the AMG2013 results, in that there is a small but not insignificant improvement from improving data locality. Using LLA at 2048 queue sizes results in a 2.3% improvement to runtime. This experiment does not show much effect from locality. This is due to the communication pattern requiring a limited number and frequency of messages with a relatively predictable ordering allowing for optimizations to reduce search depth.
Full Application Study
Typical MPI message matching lists have been shown to be in the hundreds of matching list elements for many application communication patterns, however some applications can build list sizes to much larger lengths. In addition, the manner in which these potentially large lists are searched can lead to further performance bottlenecks in MPI. One application that exhibits these behaviors is the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [18] , a benchmark in the SPEC MPI benchmarking suite. Figure 10 shows results from three different tests: testing spacial locality on Broadwell, spacial and temporal locality on a Nehalem cluster with additional experiments to examine the limit of spacial locality on a Nehalem cluster. Each result is presented as a factor improvement compared to its baseline. For Broadwell, we ran from 128 to 1024 processes, and see a marked performance increase at 1024 with 1.21x for linked list of arrays. To examine this at larger scale, we ran on a Nehalem cluster. The results on this cluster show the effects of both spacial and temporal locality. Examining spacial locality we see a further divergence as we scale up resulting in a 2x speedup at 4k processes. While we see a slowdown from temporal locality with hot caching, temporal and spacial locality when combined shows a significant speedup at smaller scale. This is due to lock contention as we must remove elements from the hot caching list before MPI can deallocate them. Hot Caching shows a significant improvement at smaller scales. At 1024 processes, linked list of arrays with hot caching performs 14.5% better than the baseline and has a 10.4% improvement over the linked list of arrays alone. To further optimize at scale, we examined an early linked list of large arrays approach using MVAPICH2 2.0. We can observe that the large arrays results speed up FDS at 8192 MPI processes, where we observe a 2x speedup. FDS is a widely used code in its subdomain in addition to being part of the SPEC-MPI benchmark suite. It is representative of code behaviors that are expected in future applications. It builds up large match lists and does not typically match the first element in the list. This type of behavior is more representative of what would be expected when using many unsynchronized threads for compute and communication. The lists will grow as thread counts in future systems increase and multiple threads interact with MPI simultaneously. The lack of synchronization of the threads for communication will also produce more random-like distributions of match entries in the match list, producing behavior more similar to the match list distributions of FDS today. Therefore, we find that optimizing for spacial and temporal locality can be very effective for expected future code behaviors.
Discussion
In this section we examined two types of data locality. From an architectural stand point, the reason to increase these forms of locality is to reduce the number of cache misses on modern CPUs. Spacial locality tries to reduce the number of cache misses by leveraging contiguous memory and data packing to reduce the number of cache lines needed and to interact better with the prefetcher. Our technique to modify temporal locality focuses on keeping data near the core in the cache hierarchy by manipulating the cache eviction policy. We observed that the spacial and temporal locality tests highlighted key architectural features that are of interest to matching engines, the depth and behavior of prefetching and the latencies and cache coherency policies in multiple x86 CPU generations.
The results in this section show that problems like MPI matching are often data locality problems. Because our MPI speedup is similar to the proposed techniques of current research, we posit that the bottleneck in MPI matching is memory look-up speed rather than computational speed. While most of the new matching techniques focus on reducing the number of comparisons needed to find an element, what these techniques are actually doing is reducing cache misses by limiting list iteration.
Given these results, we propose that CPU support for networks processing can help solve problems like MPI matching. Through allowing users to either interact with cache management or providing a dedicated networks cache, CPU developers could alleviate these problems. In addition, these caches could include custom prefetching units that can be used by middleware such as MPI to ensure consistent intergenerational performance.
RELATED WORK
The most related work to ours in the MPI community centers on techniques proposed for message matching, and the study of MPI message matching behavior. Our work differs from all of these previous works in that we are providing insight into how and why these approaches work and how they relate to the underlying memory subsystems that they seek to optimize. Our work does not propose a brand new message matching scheme, but instead provides the tools to better understand how to assess existing schemes and engineer better schemes in the future.
Several papers have examined MPI message matching performance [2, 25, 27] . For example, Barrett, et al. [2] examines manycore matching rates. Underwood and Brightwell [25] introduce some microbenchmarks with the aim of analyzing the behavior of MPI implementation in presence of long priority (PRQ) and unexpected (UMQ) message queues. Rodrigues et al. [20] explored the use of wide ALU operations to process multiple MPI match operations in a single ALU operation. Vetter and Yoo [27] analyze the scalability and performance characteristics of some scientific applications and show that communication overhead is one of the important limiting factor in some MPI applications.
Other studies have focused on evaluating message match list lengths for various applications [8] [9] [10] 16] . For example, Keller and Graham [16] study the characteristics of UMQ of three MPI applications (GTC, LSMS and S3D). These characteristics include the size of UMQ, the required time for searching the UMQ and the length of time such messages spend in these queues. The evaluation results show that message queue matching is one of the scalability bottlenecks for some applications. Others [8] [9] [10] have investigated the impact of latency and message queue length on the performance of some specific applications.
Zounmevo and Afsahi [28] proposed a new message queue mechanism called a 4-dimensional data structure for large scale applications that is scalable in terms of both speed and memory consumption. This approach decomposes ranks to multiple dimensions to reduce the number of MPI queue operations. The main goal of this data structure is to skip portions of the match list for where no match can be found. This data structure decomposes ranks into a 4D lookup.
Flajslik, et al. [13] propose a data structure that uses a hash-map keyed using the full set of matching criteria. In this approach, the match lists are replaced by a fixed hash map that maps matching data to separate linked lists. The number of linked lists and the hash function are configurable parameters. The evaluation results comparing this data structure with the linked list data structure show that the proposed design with 256 bins reduce the number of match attempts per message significantly. Moreover, this data structure has a constant overhead in queue selection, which slows down the most common case of a very short list traversal. Bayatpour, et al. [5] extend the hash-table approach by creating a dynamic runtime approach to swap between hashing and traditional matching when appropriate.
In contrast to the message matching approaches that have been designed based on CPU architecture, Klenk, et al. [17] introduce a new message matching algorithm taking advantage of GPU features. This algorithm is designed based on two phases (scan and reduce) leveraging a large number of threads on GPUs. The evaluation results show that the proposed algorithm could provide 10x to 80x improvement in matching rate. The caveat with this approach is that it is dependent on the existence of an GPU style accelerator card and being able to do enough matches to mitigate the overhead of transferring control to the GPU.
The state of the art proposed software matching techniques focus on reducing search depth. With the insights of data locality presented in this paper, these techniques can be further refined to further optimize their interactions with memory behaviors. As of the writing of this paper these software techniques [5, 13, 17, 28] are closed source and unavailable for testing.
MPI matching list improvements have been proposed for hardware, with the Portals networking API [3] enabling such offloads, and investigations into hardware designs that can efficiently perform MPI message matching with wildcarding [26] . MPICH implementations are in the process of adding a new channel CH4 in order to help address scalability issues and better handle hardware supported message matching [14] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have designed, implemented and used two new tools for understanding the role of data locality in the performance of MPI message matching. We have studied both data locality effects in the main memory subsystem as well as exploring the impacts of the cache memory hierarchy and the temporal relationship therein.
We have shown the impact of data locality on modern applications at different scales and have explored a full real-world application case in which it is possible to achieve large application time speedup through informed data locality design. In addition, we explored the underlying architectural reason behind this performance increase, providing insight into the benefits that new matching engine design can exploit as well as providing new information on which to base future designs. We demonstrated the speedups in matching performance that are possible and can typically produce 2X-5X speedups for common message sizes. This emphasizes how important data locality is in the design of MPI message matching schemes, and demonstrates that the tools that we have designed and implemented in this work can be of use to MPI implementors.
